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Next Meeting Date: August 15, 2018
Place: Monument Inn Restaurant
4406 Independence Parkway
La Porte, TX 77571
Time: Social Hour & Cocktails: 5:30 - 6:30 PM
       Dinner & Presentation: 6:30 - 8:00 PM

Speaker: Troy M. Boley, PhD

RSVP: To RSVP please email Court Sullivan by August 13th.
court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com

August 15, 2018
Speaker: Troy M. Boley, PhD
Spectrum Environmental Solutions

Topic: Flare Instrumentation - We’ve Only Just Begun.
(New ideas for future rules in Chemicals, Oil & Gas, and Steel)

BIO: Troy holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Chemistry and has both his Master’s of Science and Doctorate degrees in Environmental Engineering. He began his career in the chemicals, plastics, and petroleum refining industries for over 17 years at the facility and corporate levels for Dow Chemicals, Huntsman Corporation, and Cabot Corporation. For the past 12 years, Troy has been in a consulting role as the Vice President of Sage Environmental. Troy just started at Spectrum in June 2017 and he is a frequent instructor and speaker within the monitoring and measurements technology area, and on industrial flare management control.
Thank You 2017 Shrimp Boil Volunteers!

Heather Barnett – TechStar Instrumentation & Services
Jennifer Broussard – Siemens Industry, Inc.
Wes Carter – Shell Global Solutions (US) Inc.
Eddie Caso – Yokogawa Corporation of America
Cindy Cauthen – Siemens Industry, Inc.
Joshua Christian – Servomex Company, Inc.
Mike Copenhaver – Yokogawa Corporation of America
Butch Dailey – ABB, Inc.
Ron Eddleman – Control Analytics, Inc.
Scott Eddleman – Yokogawa Corporation of America
Louis Gansky – Servomex Company, Inc.
Darryl Hazlett – Retired
Tom Hoffman – Retired
Shana Kiser – Servomex Company, Inc.
Blake Littlejohn – TechStar Instrumentation & Services
Cheryl Marlatt – RBI Sales
Rocky Marlatt – RBI Sales
Dale Merriman – MTI Analytical Technology
Roy Muston – Consultant
Dan Podkulski – ExxonMobil Chemical Company
Garrett Robinson – TechStar Instrumentation & Services
Ismael Saenz – ENGlobal Systems, Inc.
Court Sullivan – Yokogawa Corporation of America
Ernie Treka – RBI Sales
Jerry Zlomke – Siemens Industry, Inc.
Analyzers that work.

Install dependable liquid and gas analyzers that measure H2S, CO2, total sulfur, hydrocarbons, and oil.

**Liquid Analyzers:**
- Hydrocarbons/VOC in Water
- Oil in Water
- H2S in Liquids
  (crude, water, diesel, & more)

**Gas Analyzers:**
- H2S
- CO2
- Sulfur

www.LiquidGasAnalyzers.com
Phone: (281) 516-3950 | Fax: (281) 351-8925 | sales@asikeco.com

---

Engineered Calibration Gas Bottle Cabinet

- Made with Glass fiber Reinforced Polyester (GRP) with PU foam
- Consistent temperatures maintained
- Hazardous area approvals
- Corrosive resistance
- Easy Access
- Secure Storage
- Optional Ventilation

11050 West Little York Road, Building M, Houston, TX, 77041  866-381-8350
255 Henry Drive, Sarnia, ON, N7T 7H5  888-875-8756
INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS GAS ANALYSIS

THIS IS SICK
Sensor Intelligence.

Automation and continuous monitoring of industrial processes are essential to achieve the best profitability and safety for chemical and petrochemical production plants. SICK offers a broad product portfolio for gas analysis, flow metering and particulate measurement. The devices use cutting-edge technology and cover extractive as well as in-situ techniques. They are designed to cope with aggressive environments and hazardous process conditions. We support our customers with intelligent, tailor-made solutions, which include sample conditioning systems and system integration. With a strong, expanding presence across the country, SICK is able to provide full after-sales support covering spare parts, repairs, field service and customer training. We think that’s intelligent. www.sickusa.com.
We understand how you need to reduce complexities at your plant.

CLEAN PROCESS + CLEAR PROGRESS

You strengthen your plant’s safety, productivity, and availability with innovations and resources.

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) - for higher plant availability

- Selective and specific analyte measurement in complex hydrocarbon gas streams
- Exceptionally fast response to analyte concentration changes facilitates process control and optimization
- Laser and detector components are isolated and protected from process gas and contaminants providing superior (> 95%) analyzer availability

Do you want to learn more?
www.us.endress.com/gas-analytics

Endress + Hauser
People for Process Automation
Complete Process Analytical Solutions
Your Process Analyzer Expertise That Doesn’t Retire

We provide leading edge products, from Process Gas Chromatography, Continuous Gas Analyzers to Laser Spectroscopy. We utilize front-end turnkey engineering to provide the best analytical solution. Engineering turnkey system solutions ensures single responsibility, dependability and risk mitigation for you. Our best-in-class life cycle support ensures the highest online analytical measurement utilization.

For more information, please contact:
ProcessAnalyticsSales.industry@siemens.com

usa.siemens.com/analyticalproducts
NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE

- Made in the USA
- Same or better performance
- Increased reliability – better cycle life
- Little or no cost of change – in fact, you’ll reduce costs
- ‘Drop in Fit’ dimensions match popular industry designs
- Industry’s only blowout proof stem

www.mySSPusa.com | 832.857.8837 | Mike.Leidy@mySSPusa.com

Process Analyzer Systems Integration & Service

Solutions for gas and liquid measurements to support product refinement, process efficiency, and safety

- Analyzer & CEMS Shelters
- CEMS Integration
- Subpart Ja Compliant Systems
- Process Analytics
- 3rd Party Equipment Integration
- Engineering, Consulting, and Fabrication Services

Recognized globally for execution excellence in process analytics and CEMS, Yokogawa has successfully delivered thousands of systems, including the world’s largest petrochemical project.

www.yokogawa.com/us
Available Space

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Remaining 2018 Event Dates

2018 August 15 Meeting; Monument Inn
2018 October 17 Meeting; Monument Inn
2018 December 19 Meeting; Monument Inn (Annual Christmas Dinner)
ALLEVIATE THE PAIN OF MEASURING pH

M4 Knick’s Memosens pH Sensors Are Built with You in Mind:

- Pre-calibrate ahead of time, in shop or lab, and on your schedule
- Drift & noise are non-existent with inductive, all plastic connection
- Easily replace sensors with quick disconnect at the sensor head
- Eliminate the guess work with sensor health diagnostics
- Proven and repeatable sensor performance

Call DMS at 713-541-9800 to see how Memosens is changing the status quo.

A Proud Partner of M4Knick

sales@detect-measure.com / www.detect-measure.com
Integration - Sales - Service

System Integration
- Shelters - Cabinets - Racks
- General Purpose and Hazardous Area
- Drawings and Documentation
- PLC Programming
- Custom Design and CAD

Sales
- Analyzers
- Sample Systems
- Probes
- Components
- Spare Parts
- Gas detection

Service
- Factory Trained Technicians
- In House Service Center
- Site Services and Assessments
- Start up and Commissioning
- Service Contracts
- 24/7/365 Service Hotline
- Training

www.controlanalytics.com
724-387-2367
The largest money saving application within a refinery is in the Crude Unit!

Use real-time monitoring with RAMAN Technology to optimize diesel production!

Using Real-time monitoring via Raman Technology can:
- Optimize Cloud Point Window – Drop window by 2°F
- Optimize 90% Cut Point – Increase by 2°F
- Optimize Flash Point – Increase by 2°F Result, blend more heavy Naphtha into diesel product, produce less vacuum oil products.

Customer’s Estimated Savings:
$1,000,000 / month based on blending 40,000 bpd of diesel

Space Available!
Contact: court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com

Space Available!
Contact: court.sullivan@us.yokogawa.com
Features

- Full Engineering Support
- Minimal maintenance
- Emergency shipments in 1 day
- Modified stroke for custom performance
- Leak free
- Oil free
- Contamination free
- Explosion Proof to NEC, ATEX, IECEX, GOST
- Flow rates up to 150 LPM
- Pressure up to 5 barG
- Vacuum to 29.9 inHg
- Built to last for tough applications
- Corrosion resistant to stack & process gases
- Zone/Division II options

Experts in Sample Pumps for Process & CEMS Analyzers since 1971

For over 40 years, Air Dimensions has provided the gas analytical industry with high quality diaphragm pumps for all your sampling needs. Our unique modified eccentric stroke option allows you to tailor the pump capacity to your requirements, resulting in a well balanced system and extended life of the pump. Contact our team today and learn more about how Dia-Vac® pumps are setting the standard in performance and delivery. At ADI, we pass your gas at the speed of need.